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ABSTRACT
A new type I R detector was constructed, employing a short
circuited thermocouple to generate a magnetic field to deflect an
electron beam onto an indicator. Thermocouple parameters and the
magnetic deflection of the electron beam by a coil of wire, a loop
of wire, and an internally mounted thermocouple loop were determined.
Feasibility of such an instrument is established conditionally upon
the construction of an electron gun with a well focused electron beam.
This thesis was written at the United States Naval Postgraduate
School, Monterey, California, during the period August 1959 through
May 1960. I am indebted to Professor S. Ho Kalmbach for his guidance,
assistance and patience as a faculty advisor; and to Professor A.
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infrared i.c an electm tic rauiation generated by molecular
theimal action within an object. Ji.us anj object whose temperatu
is above < t solute zero, generates infrared energj whose frequency
ranges from approximately one ridilion to >eu million megacycles.
All the infrared energy from a source in.pinging on a receiver
is not detected. The receiver being the colder body becomes heated
because, due to its lower ternnerature it radiates less heat than it
receives from the source which is at a higher temperature. The re-
ceiver reflects some of the incident energy and absorbs the rest.
Fart of the absorbed energy is re-radiated by the receiver, part is
removed by convection ana part by conduction. The best one could hope
to detect as there are no perfect absorbers, is the incident energy
minus the reflected portion minus the energy reradiated.
a black body represents a limiting cate never quite reached by
an actual tou„ . A black bouy absorbs all thermal radiation striking
it arm is also a perfect radiator. All other bodies are calleu grey
bodies. The Stefan-Boltzmann law states that the amount of radiation
from a black body is proportions 1 to the fourth power of the absolute
temperature.
4 k
Wt = Aso- ( T£ - TQ )
where: A is the area oj the source.
CT* is the Stefan-boltzmann constant.
T
s
is the absolute temperature of the source.
TQ is tr e absolute temperature of the surroundings.
1
v.ivi. Faires, Apoiieu Thermodynamics, pn. 437 - 439,, The
hacmillan Companj , IV,
1.

Th infre rea energ n aic bed by an 01 je ct is not mono chromatic „
The energ spre; s over i via... v.avel*. I range and is distributed
nonuniforml] throughout this- range grin- ^ Ijr" - Ll'- value at
some v.avelen&th A/yfl # A/>n is deteimined . ol . cts temperatur< an
for a black body is equal to one micron .hen the blackbody temp rat-
o 2
ure is 2b9'V F. This is knov.n at the mien Displacement La. ie:
as the temperature of an object increases, the peak radiation shifts
to shorter v.cve lengths.
Uhere T s the absolute temperature of the black tody.
Atmospheric absorbtion limits the transmission of infrared en-
ergy to well uefined wavelengths with the greatest window Letveen
eight ana 13 microns which is the far infrared ( Fin ) re; ion of
the infrared region of the so ctrum. For military applications,
FIR generally refers only to the above window. This investigation
will be prirru rily concerned with the eight to thirteen micron vinuow.
Thermal detectors are generally passive detection systems ii
that the. do not transmit a signal to be bounced off a target as
radar systems do. For this reason a thermal uetector cannot give
rangy directly. Mien several detectors are utilized for triangu-
lation, ihe range may be determined but the accuracy fails off
with increasing range. However, passive systems £ re difficult to
jam ai d make les£ strict demands than active s, stems regardin;
weight, space requirements, poi ea needi
, complexity ana mainten-
ance. For these reasons an intensive effort is being made to ae-
2
Smith, dones and Chasmer, The detection ana Measu enient of
Infra-lied radiation, p. 309* Oxford 1957.
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': .1 LnJ d -
lni'r; ct-oj ar prim< I Lo-
uctor • • . The bo is a
,a;c i. ribbon of metal which sorbs incomini raoiation and
changes it, to heat. The ,i;e in bemperatrue affects the electri-
c.i csistanc^ ano the variation is useu as e measure oi incident
radiation. The theimistor bolometer utilizes a semiconductor th
is not proto; ensitive. k large drop ir resistance is caused b bl
incidenl radiation. The thermistor bolom r he; a id bar^d re-
sponse but is not as sensitive the photosensitive semiconductor
detectors called photocchouctors. In ol meter is capatL oi oi r-
< linj ia he tflkL Lit laci.s the desired sensitivit.} „ Photocord- ctors
are used in I r and int rmediate regions oi' the in.fr l ^c-
trum. ihe incident energy absorbed Ly the photosensitive semicon-
ductive materia] cntr es bhe conductivity of the sei.iconuuctor end
the charge in conductivity it used as l measure of the a^cunt oi
radiation absorbed t:, bhe detector, bomt; ^^otnconauctive materials
tein^. useu are leau suifiue, lead belluride, lead se] d ei-
.
iuiM. ihe photoconouctors increase their sensitivity and wave-
length resnonse wh n i he,/ are cooled cut also suffer an increase
in in ir time constaj I which is unci si] able, 'ihe necessit for
celi cooling snoui. b< avoided whe: ver possiblt! for i.i.ii~t.ary am-
plications tut without coolir^ it seems unlikeiy that ohctoconuuct-
3 3
fundamentals of infrarou for Militarj ^plication; (U;, U.5.
>ar Force Project hand, pp. 1-J>2j ti—297 ^ Gcni'iuentic 1 j. : arch 1,
4
i .J. Klas i, lit ^yst,fej iJesignej races Man;; huruics, nvi< tion
.
,
ha] ch j.i, 195?.'
3.

crs Kill ever te useful in the Flit region, ne search is still being
conauctea in the hope of finding a photosensitive semiconductive
material that will yield a sensitive detector in the FIR region. At
present writing, no such material has been found.
The thermocouple consists of a pair of thermoelectric junctions
with one junction blackened to receive the incident radiation. The
normal system of defection utilizes the thermocouple as a source of
voltage to be amplified and then measured. The thermocouple covers
a wider band of the infrared spectrum than the photoconductor cells
but requires considerably more incident energy for optimum perform-
ance, ie; is less sensitive than the photoconductor cell but does
operate in the FIR region. If some means could be found for improv-
ing the sensitivity of the thermocouple, the need for a detector
that is capable of detecting objects a few degrees above ambient
temperature would be satisfied. At the present time there are no
detectors in the Fltt region with the sensitivity of the ones de-
veloped for use in the near and intermediate infrared regions
.
The detector constructed for this thesis utilizes a short
circuited thermocouple to generate a magnetic field near the path
of an electron beam. The deflection of the electron beam results
in a measurable current at the indicator which indicates the pres-
ence of an infrared signal.
The purpose of this investigation is to construct arid deter-
mine the feasibility and limitations of such an infrared detector
in the FIri region.

k. The infrareu detector.
The infrared aetector { Fig.l ; consists of £ low velocity
electron gun, a thermocouple ana v.ire loop, a long electron beam
tube and a deflection indicator. These will be discussed separ-
ately in subsec^uent sections.
5ince the sensitivity of the detector depends on its ability
to indicate small deflections of the electron beam, it is import-
ant that the beam maintain its integrity during its passage aoi^n
the beam tube. To prevent distortion of the beam it was necessary
to construct a vacuum system enclosing the wire loop, electron gun
and indicator in order to decrease the mean free path ( # ) of the
-5
electrons . ( At a pressure of %5 x 10 mm of mecury J? 3^ 150cm and
-6
at a pressure of 10 mm of mercury Jt = 65 meters.,; 5ince the meas-
ured distance between the electron gun and the indicator was 77-5
centimeters, it became obvious that the vacuum would have to be
3 • 5 X 10 mm of mercury or better in order to achieve satisfactory
results.
The necessity of maintaining a vacuum of the above order of
magnitude comrlicated the construction of the components as soft
solder could not be used for electrical connections and all leaas
had to be through uranium glass seals in order to ensure a good
air tight bond of glass to metal. The use of emery cloth ana ace-
tone v;as found to be effective in removing the flux from the silver
solder connections and once the technique of glass blowing was
mastered the vacuum system was constructed.
In spite of the vacuum, some dispersion of the electron beam
is lo be expected. The finite si^e of the emitter and the force of



















to cause the I to spread as it travels an 1 t,h< ti bi . For this




For indicating the aeflection of the electron beam, two parallel
cooper plates v.ere suspended through a ground glass joint, .bach cop-
per plate v as silver soldered to a tungsten wire that passed through
a uranium glass vacuum seal. By sealing the two vdre lead rinch to
one pi^ce of the tv^o piece ground glass joint, the attached copper
plates could then be rotated inside the evacuated tube. The above
suspension o! the copper plates placed them approximately perpendic-
ular to the electron beam ana separated the pictes, ie. no electric-





Iftiith the electron gun turned on ana the infrared source shielded
from the thermocouple, the copper {dates can be rotated until all of the
electron beam is striking the grounded plate ( iJee figo 4 for electrical
8

circuity Then by use of a large wire coil placeu in front of the plates
outside the tube, the electron beam is adjusted onto the knife edge for-
med by the overlapping copper plates. The plate connected to the galva-
nometer through the aryton shunt then will have an increment of the beam
incident upon it with most of the electron beam on the grounded plate.






It is necessary to have an increment of the beam on the non ground-
ed plate in order to insure that any deflection of the beam will result
in a measurable current. If the plate does not have an increment of the
electron beam, there is no way of knowing whether or not any deflection
of the beam will result in a current as the beam may not be on the knife
9o

edge. The ueflection of the galvanometer caused by the increment of the
electron beam can eithei be recorded as a reference current or effective-
ly removed by re zeroing the galvanometer s
Once the knife edge adjustment of the beam and subsequent zeroing
of the galvanometer have been made,, the shielding between the thermo-
couple and infrared source may be removed and the deflection of the gal-
vanometer recordedo In this manner 3 one is able to obtain a plot of bl-
ack body temperature versus the current caused by the deflection of the
electron beam ana determine the minimum Wack body temperature above am-




The I h. energy incident on the gold foil receiver of the thermo-
couple generates a voltage ( emf ) at the thermocouple junction.
If the thermocouple circuit is short circuited, a current will flow
in the circuit. The original idea was to construct a thermocouple
loop of bismuth and bismuth Tin extruaed wires of =0010 inch and ,0013
inch diameters respectively,, by mounting the thermocouple on a copper
cylinder the thermocouple would be short circuited and the current
woulu flow in the loop formed by the two wires and cylindero The cur-
rent in the loop generates a magnetic field near the loop and should
cause a deflection of the electron beam by the following equation;
- -
5
.F = e ( E+7 x b ;.
inhere: F = Force excerted on electron
e = Charge of electron
ri=blectric Field
E r Magnetic Field
ws Velocity of electron
Since the deflection of the electron beam would be proportional
to the magnetic field generated by the current, it was decided to con-
struct the loop as small as possible in order to minimize the electri-
cal resistance and thus generate a maximum magnetic field, bismuth and
its alloy of tin were selected because of their excellent junction therm-
6
oelectric power of 90 microvolts per degree centigrade >
c




V.doboakes, An Investigation of Infrared detection by .Electronic






iJU'j to the bmall size of the thermocouple assembly,, snecial hand-
ling toolb haa to be maae, a micromanipulator anu a miniature heater
to melt the solder were constructed, and a double ocular microscope
procured-
o
bince the melting point of woods metal is 73 G anu that of bismuth
o
271 C, woods metal was used as a solder and zinc chloride usea as a fluxc
No difficulty was encountered in soldering the wires to the copper cy=
linder once the technique had been mastered but 1 was unable to solder
the two wires together as the flux failed to wet the solder and the pro-
ject haa to be abandoned due to lack of time to pursue the problem fur-
ther.
A thermocouple manufactured by Farranu Optical Co° inc; Trauemark
FOCI, mounted in a sealed metal container with a crystal lit Transparent
window was procured ( see fig»6 Jo The crystal winuov. woulu absorb
water if exposed to the atmosnhere and so a container was manufactured
to contain the thermocouple and aessl^anto A glass tube was joined to
12.

the forepumu ena of the vacuum system and connected to the thermocouple
housing by means of a rubber stooper and glyptol in oruer to improve












No specifications were available for the thermocouple and its
operational status was unknown <> Therefore s before utilizing the
thermocouple to generate an emf and deflect the electron beam., the
thermocouple had to be checked to determine if it was operational and
what its parameters were.
To determine the area of the blackened gold foil receiver, the
thermocouple was placed under a traveling microscope <> The receiver
-4
was a square 7«5 x lu meters on a side with an area ( Ar J equal to
-7
5»625 x lu square meters <,
For the calibration of the thermocouple, an Ih. source was requir-
eu that would generate 1R energy at a known temperature and emissive
13.

area at a fixed aistarce from the thermo couple . ( bee section 5 for In
source ). The emissive area ( Ae ; and the distance I D j separating
the source ana thermocouple were measured ana found to be:
-4
h c = 2c 01 x 10 square meters.
l) = „041 meters,
Uith the In source turneu on at a constant temperature., the thermo-
couple may be consiuerea to be a source of emf . by connecting the ther-
mocouple to a known resistance in series with a gaivanometer s the intern-
al resistance ( ix, j of the thermocouple ana the emf or open circuit
voltage ( E ) may be determined <»
f.|1 6,8
Connecting the circuit as shown in figures 7 and 8 results in the
following equations :




( Bt +. fi ) = EQ
solving simultaneously;
R






( H - i )
14,

v.here : a.g 2k ohmso
R, 2k ohms
Considerable difficulty was experienced with the galvanometer move-
ment due to environmental noise, in an attempt to minimize the ranuom
fluctuations of the galvanometer, measurements were taken at night until
U/+uu hours with no noticeable decrease in the fluctuations
»
bince the deflection of the galvanometer was only several orders of
magnitude times the zero drift when the IR source was near anbient temp-
eratures, it was decided to operate the IR source at temperatures great-
er than twice ambient temperatures in order to minimize the error in
reading the galvanometer,, The critical damping external resistance for
the galvanometer of 430 ohms was felt to be more than the external re-
sistance usedo For this reason, the galvanometer was believed to be o-
ver damped o bince the period of the galvanometer when critically damp-
ed was 3°t> seconds, measurements were taken at ten second intervals,,
The data obtained appeared to be consistent until R^ was computed yiel-
ding values of one to lu^ ohms for R+ . A plot of the period of the
galvanometer indicated that readings should have been taken at intervals
of j>0 seconds.
.an additional source of error was felt to be the shutter used be-
tween the thermocouple and lit source. The thin shutter of galvanized
steel was replaced with a quarter inch slab of aluminum as it was felt
that the thin shutter rose in temperature due to the iR source <, The
use of a heavy aluminum shutter of greater surface area enabled the
shutter to remain at essentially a constant temperature. The shutter
was operated by a pully and string manually and although not the opti-
mum arrangement, consistent results were obtained,,
o o
Operating the lit source between ^U - 65 0, ambient temperature
15=

at o°^ (, T ; the average internal resistance { tt^ ave ) was compu-
ted to be l;<,u ohms.
Computing E at: T 323 K
T 296o° iv
o
I~ .1465 micro amps
yields: r;
o S3 x 10" volts
i\iov; that ii has been obtained., it is possible to compute the re-
sponsivity ( S J of the thermocouple- itesoonsivity i: defined to be
the ratio of the open circuit voltage ( c. ; to the rauient power in-
cident on the receiver ( to, )
.
W<i
by the btefan-boltzmann Law, the energy transmitted ( to^ ; by a
black body is:










3 M Ts - To )
The energy received ( to ) is a function of the solia angle be-
tween the source and the receivers





but the energy radiated from the Ik source is subject to absorb-
tion bv the atmosphere. The energy contained between eight and thir-
o
teen microns is approximately 29 percent of the total radiated at 3^U
K but atmospheric absorbtion reauces the aetectable energy to about
20 percent.
Therefore: to^ — 0.2 iMr
and where: o — »041 meters
A — 5° 625 x 10 square meters
A
g
— 2.01 x 10 square meters
16.





T - 296.5° K
Then Wd= 21o85 x lO
-8
watts





5° The IR oource.
The In source useu for calibation of the thermocouple v>as the model
n 5 - lb/TO-lL from Larries Engineering Company. This source is reputed
to be very stable anu capable of maintaing a constant radiating surface
temperature unaffectea by changes in ambient temperature, line voltage
variations anu transients, tube aging and replacement of inuividual com-
ponents. The temperature aesirea was set by use of a aial on the control
box and vas airect reauingo
The source consisted of a blackened aluminum conical cavity have-
o
ing a 14 apex angle ana surrounueu by spaceu heating elements to main-
tain a uniform temperature . The opening of the cavity was measured
with a micrometer as being 0„c2V inches in uiameter yielding an area
^ a
s
; equal to 2.01 x 10 square meters. The distance between the
thermocouple and the opening was measured from the insiae of the cav-




6. The Electron Gun.
h low velocity electron gun yielding electrons oi* approximately
100 electron volt energies in a narrow beam was desireu. Unfortunate-
ly no such electron gun could be found anu it was decided to use the
electron gun from an oscilloscope tube instead» A bylvania 51P1 was
obtained whose anode voltages were 22uu and 1,100 volts, it was hoped
that by using much lower voltages the beam could still be focused and
that the gun would be suitable. The 31P1 haa four deflection plates
which coulu be utilized for deflecting the beam into the vicinity of
the thermocouDle wire loop.
The gun was extracted from the evacuated glass envelooe by wrap-
ping the glass in masking tape, olacing in a cardboard box, and nlac-
ing an oxygen torch flame onto the glass face to break the glass . The
gun had to be removed from the glass envelope because the glass was
not pyrex ana could not be joined to a pyrex vacuum system even with a
uranium glass seal.
A spacer was cut out of fiber glass material to separate the wires
and oosition the gun insiae the new glass envelooe. Ihe necessary fi-
berglass material was purchased at a boat store and a sample spacer
coated with fiberglass placed in an existing vacuum system with no no-
—6
ticeable effect on the vacuum system down to lu mm of mercury.
defective vacuum gages ( type VG-1A j were cut in half as each
hau four lead uranium glass wire seals and the electron gun required
eight wire leads into the vacuum. The cut pinches were cleaned with
acetone, copper wires silver soldered to the tungsten wires, porcelein
insulating beads placed over the copper wires, and the pieces of glass
joined together to form the necessary eight wire leads into the vacuum
system. A simple task for an accomplished glass blower that required
19.

a month of effort on my part until the technique \ stered.
The electron gun then was joined to the vacuum tystem anu the vac-
uum turned on airing the leaks ana repairing the damage uone by
i] i the original leaks took a considerable amount oi time measur-
ed in months but the vacuum v.as finally made leak proof and a pressure
oi' 1.1 >. ±u~' mm of mercury obtained with the electron gun heater at
c.j volts. Ihe power being supplied by two 6 volt iviison cells and
variable resistors in series.
io determine if the cathoae was emitting electrons, a milliamp-
meter was placed between the anode and cathode of the electron gun»
The heater voltage was brought un to 6.3 volts anu the potential be-
tween the cathoue and anode varied between zero and ;>UU volts D,G„ At
no time was there an indication of current on the milliampmeter. it
was decided uhat the cathoae was not emitting electrons and another
gun would be required.
An electron gun was obtained from Stewart and Company of oanta
Cruz that produced a hollow Learn of electrons focused by a nickel cy-
linder called the focusing lens. The gun was reputed to be capable
of focusing the electron beam with an overall difference of potential
between the cathode ana lens of approximately 1%) volts » As this
woula produce a low velocity beam of electrons, the gun was felt to
be suitable except that no means were providea for deflecting the be-
amie; no deflection plates on the gun. It was felt howerer, that wire
coj-Is mounteu externally to the vacuum system and near the gun would pro-
vide the deflection required ( see section 7 and 8 )„
Jue to theuifficulty encountered with making a glass envelope
with wire leads fox- the first electron gun, it was decided to have

Mr« Jumas in Palo ivlto, enclose the gun in glass, Mr i/umas agreea to
uo the glass blowing and a week later the gun was received in its gla-
ss envelope* Per agreement, the spacers were of mi h< ts
drilled ana cut to size and the glass envelope was enlarged at the







The first electron gun was removed from the vacuum system and
the long beam tube washed out with acetone, 'ihe electron gun enve-
lope was then connected to the tube. The air used for glass blow-
ing was first passed through two liquid air traps to prevent mois-
ture from conta minating the new apparatus.
The vacuum system was turned on and an induction heater used to
heat up the electron gum Hot air was passed over the vacuum system




ing out by this method , the pressure, was uown to j°o x 10 mm of mer-
cury and the activation of the indirectly healed cathoae was begunc It
should be noted that the induction heater coulu not be used with the
first electron gun because fiberglass spacers were used which would not
stand the temperatures necessary to de-gas the metal components of the
electron gun.
The conversion of the cathode is brought about by raising the tem-
perature of the heater- beyonu the normal operating temperature. The
heater operates at 6.3 volts after conversion and at a pressure equal
to or less than i> * 10 " mm. J he voltage on the heatei was brought up
slowxj to ?.$ volts maintaining the pressure below 5 x 10 mm. fthen
the pressure approached 5 3c 10 mm the heater was turneu off anu the
process repeated until tlie heatei- couxu be brought to 7*^ volts and
have the pressure less than 5 * 10 mm. At this point the heatei- v
left at 7«i> volts for twenty minutes then reuueeu to 6*3 volts. A i
liampmeter was inserted between the anode and lens with a voltage oi
VO volts between the anode ana cathode an.,, heater voltage at b.j volts
to determine if the cathode had been converted, a current of 0,^ mil-
liampers was reaa indicating that the cathode was emitting electrons
ana the activation of the cathode was successful. The conversion pro-
cess was repeated later for 30 minutes with no increase in the indic-
ated current so it was felt that the cathoue was fully activated anu
no furtner conversion was attempted.
22.

?o Focusing the .electron beam.
The electroris emitted by the electron gun had to be focused into
as small a beam as possible in oruer to achieve maximum intensity at
the inuici tor plates 7?° 5 centimeters away. The focus lens and indic-
ator were placed at the same potential relative to the anouc . The an-
ode was always kept positive with respect to the cathode*, The heater,
cathoue ana heater shield were connected externally ana maintained at
the same potential. Various combinations of potentials on the above
components were then tried in an effort to obtain a deflection on the
galvanometer connected to the indicator plates. No movement of the
galvanometer was aetectea until the anoae, lens and indicator plates
were placed at the tame potential of 270 volts positive with respect
to ihe caLhouec The reaction was almost immediate and violent in nat-
ure as all recoruing instruments went off scale. The current between
the cathode ana anoae e>ceeaed 1.5 milliamperSj the galvanometer indi-
cated a movement far in excess of 5^ millimeters and the vacuum degen-
eratea l'rom fa.2 x lu mm to 10 mm. The heater was turned off immed-
iately, the scales on the instruments changed, end the procedure re~
peatea several times. The readings on the instruments decreased with
each succeedir g run until finally the anode current was UoAl ma, the
galvanometer deflection was zero ana the pressure was 1.8 x lu mm
In an effort to discover the cause for the decrease in the anode
current it was noticed that one of the indicator plates now had a br-
ight oval spot approximately half a centimeter in diameter located ap-
proximately a quarter of the way up from the bottom of the plates
„
As the lu source ceased operating prior to the above runs, it was
repaired before anymore runs were made to ascertain the effect if any
23 c

on the galvanometer deflection.
The decrease in the anode current, was felt to be due to the thermo-
couple wire loop projecting into the long besm tube as it had been left
"floating". ihe looo uas placed at the same potential as the anode, lens
and indicator to prevent the building ur> ol a negative charge around the
loop.
The size ol the shiny spot on the indicator plate leu to the teiiei
that better focusing was neeaed anu a metal open enueu cylinder was con-
structed to fit snugly arounu the glass tube just alter the electron gun.
it v»as hopeu that application of a voltage to the cylinder would result-
in aduitional focusing 01 the beam.
The previous runs were repeateu using various voltages on the cy-
linder with the following results. The deflections of the galvanometer
were increased, the current between the cathode and anode decreased and
remained constant for each run between 0.05 a^id 0.0? ma and the pressure
rose to 3»8 x lu "mm. The wire coils were able to deflect the beam un-
til a zero deflection was read on the galvanometer. However temperatures
tetv.een cjo C and 2uu°C on the In source failed to deflect the beam. The
optimum voltage for "ohe metal cylinder was determined to be - 22.5 volts
with respect to the anoae. However the above deflections could only be
uetected when the pressure was at 3*8 :x lu ''mm which e^ceeueu the recom-
mended operating pressure for the heater. The problem of operating the
gun at higher than recommended pressures vas solved however by the abrupt
termination of aeflections on the galvanometer, the simultaneous drop in
-6
pressure to 3 x lu mm and rise in anoue current.
Subsequent runs only gave a brief dei lection of the galvanometer
when tne heater was first turned on- a maximum deflection of 1.5mm was
only obtained near previous settings of potentials ( see fig. lu j for
24.

electrical circuit ;. I'he wire coils were capable oi returning thii
deflection to zero again.
Keversing the battery leads reversed the direction oi' the magnetic
field ana thus reversed the direction of the force on the electrons.
This resulted in an opposite movement on the galvanometer., when too
much force was being aoplieu > the beam moveu off the olate entiiely.
( The magnetic field excerted by the coils is experimentally determined
in section S„ ; From aero to 2„8 amps v/ere placed upon the coils with
no increase in the aeflection on the galvanometer. The conclusion
uici.n from the above is that the Learn of electrons never was focused
or that the beam was brought to a focus too soon and then diverged mak-







So Magnetic Deflection of the electron beam*
In oraer to determine the capabilities of the v.ire coilt^ the ther-
mocouple wire loon and the proposeu thermocouple ( bection A» fig- 5 J in
deflecting an electron beam, the magnetic field the electrons passed th-
rough was determined for the wire coils anu computed by analogy for the
wire loop ana the pronoseu thermocouple.
Since the force excerted on an electron is;
F = bev
The impulse which equals the change in Momentum is;
JFdt- bevt
Then the change in momentum of the electron caused by the force,
aividea by the mass oi the electron results in the change oi ^e-Locitv
of the electron, ie;
A v= bevt
m
The angle of deflection of the electron beam is then;
-1 "I
6= ten Av — t£n / bet )
v V m /
The magnetic field, generated by a current in a coil of wire at a
distance equal to half the radius of the coil from the center of the




Vyhere : M = the number of turns of wire
Isthe current in the wire in ampers
a a the mean raaius of the coil in meters
however, the average magnetic field ( b ; that acts on the beam
cL
of electronsis not equal to B because the field intensity will decrease
27 o

with distance from the coil. In order to determine Ba , a very small coil
of wire with tvistea leads to a galvanometer v.as placed parallel ^nu op-
posite the center of the large wire coil and at £ distance a/2 ( S?lcm;
from the coil, by moving the large coil to positions along a line par-
allel to the small coil, the current induced in the small coil can be
measured on the galvanometer.
bince the current in the small coil is proportional to the magnetic
field of the large coil, vvhen' the small coil is at the center position
where b is known, the current ( I ) has a one to one correspondence
v.ith b and other values of the current can te scaled to this reference
c
value o
by plotting the current or deflection on the galvanometer versus
the parallel distance ( r ; between the centers of the large and small
coils ana graphically determining the area under the curve { Au ;, the




Inhere: A^ — the area contained in the rectangle In.
The experiment as described was performed and the plot of galva-
nometer deflection versus uistance obtained „ ( fig ,11 ; The same dis-
tribution of magnetic field strength with distance will be obtained for
different currents ana number of turns. Since the ordinate of the curve
is proportional to bc and the length to the radius of the coil, the curve
can. be scaled to fit different size coils.
It shoulu noted that figure 11 is only half of the curve and that





twice that shown on figurell. heglecting that portion of the area Le-
tween 45 and 75 cm, as it is small in comparison with the area between
zero and 45> the effective length of the magnetic field is 90 centi-
meters or 7° 87 times the radius of the coil. This scaling factor will
be used later to compute the deflection of the electron beam by the
thermocouple wire loop and the proposed thermocouple loop.
Since the time the electrons are exposed to the force generated
by b is inversely proportional to the electron velocity, the veloc-
a.




where: v ss the velocity of the electrons
e s the electron charge
V = the accelerating potential




v sr 9° 3 x 10 cm/sec
The area under the curve in figure 11 was aiviaed into two nort-
ions, ie; from zero to li> cm and from 15 to 45 cm, Since the magnet-
ic fielddistribution is twice figure 11, this resulted in four areas






a a Ooll45 meters
Yields
:




3titution of the values for b and v into previous formulas,
yielded Lhe results tabulated in Table 1 for the large coil
r
l
to rz -45 era to -15 cm
fl5 cm to fkt> cm
-15 cm to zero cm
zero cm to fl5 cm
ii ( Squares ) 235 1921 •
A. ( Squares J 5 520 2760
b ( Gauss )
a
c0665 .1525
av (xlO cm/sec ) »U3A3 o 40
TAN e . U0322 o043
e 11 2 28
Table 1.
The total ueflection was then obtained over a 90 cm path by com-
puting the deflection caused by the -45 to - 15cm incremental area,
then since this deflection is opposite to that caused by the -15 to
zero cm area it must be subtracted from the deflection caused by the
later area, etc; a graphical sketch of the process is shown in figure
12 ( not drawn to scale due to the size of the angles involved) „ The
deflection over 90 cm with 28 milliamperes in the large coil is then;
£ — 4 o 12 cm
Since from zero to 2„8 amperes were in the coil ( see section 1 ) t
31

some deflection of the beam shoulu h^ve been indicated on the indicator






The deflection of the electrons by the thermocouple ana wire loop
can be computed in a like manner- bince the emf of the thermocouple at
323 K was computed to be 5° 3 x 10 volts ( E J and the resistance of the










B =3° 64 x 10 gauss
In order to determine h>
a$ the scaling factor of 7»8? is multiplied
32*

by the radius 01 the loop. Thus the ma/ netic field is ei'i'ective over
3.93 centimeters instead oi' 90 cm as with the large coil. Proceeding
in the same manner as before, the deflection over 3»93 cra i £ computuu
to be ( see table 2 ana fig. 13 )°





+ o656 to 1.968 cm
-0650 to zero cm
zero to .6^6 cm





v cm/sec »358 3oU3
tan ,38A x 10~9 026 x lU
-8










The deflection of the electron bear; I en the loop and the inai-
cator vdll Le greater than 1.27 x 10 " cm however, because the loop tnd
indicator are separated by 41° 5 cm,
Therefore
:
ff s cT +( 41° > - 3-92/2 ) tan ©4
where:
_,>
S =" 1 o 31 x 10 cm
tan ©^ = Oo ^8 x lu~




a, — 24° 2 x 10 cm = 2„42 x 10 microns
The deflection of the electron beam by the wire loop as computed
above is very small anu if the deflection is to be uetected at the in-
dicator, the beam of electrons must be very well focused or the change
in intensity on the indicator plates will be too small to be aetected
by the galvanometer,, Since the beam of electrons could not be focused.,
it now becomes apparent why the loop failed to indicate a deflection on
the galvanometer.
The deflection of the electron beam by the proposed thermocouple
loop must be computed on a theoretical basis alone since the thermocou-
ple coulu not be constructed ana the parameters could could not be de-
termined experimentally
o
Assuming that the thermocouple loon is constructed such that the
radius of the wires is lu microns, the loop diameter 60 microns, and
o othat the Ih source is at 30U K with an ambient temperature of 299 K,
then from page 26 of Boakes ( see footnote 6 ) the thermocouple current
is 500 micro amperes (, Ija J . The theoretical determination of this
value involved some 20 pages by LT. boakes anuis accepted by the author
34 o

as a reasonable value <.









B - 7»4 x 10 Gauss
c
Solving for the deflection over the scaled path length of 2<>36 x
_2
10 " cm ( see table 3 and fig» 14 )
:
§ — o918 x 10 cm
The total deflection between the thermocouple loop and the indi-
cator is then J
0+ = S + ( 41. i> - .0236/2 ) tan 6 . sk.72 microns
1 4
ri to r -.0117 to -0OO39 cm
+ .0039 to to 0117 cm
-0UO39 to zero cm
zero to f° 0039 cm
La ( Gauss j 0031
5
o0532
Av ( cm/sec ; 432 3,640
-5
Tan ( xlO ) .0465 .391













9. bummary and Conclusions;
The ]1£ uetector was constructed ana experimental determinations
of the thermocouple and magnetic field parameters were made* The fail-
ure 01 the electron gun to focus the electron beam precludea the final
experimental determination of the feasibility of the Hi detector*
However the following conclusions can be made concerning the lit
detector and its components:
&o The thermocouple useu v.as less sensitive to lit than the pro-
posed thermocouple as the measured current in the thermocouple used
was much less than the current calculated by Lto boakes for the pro-
posed thermocouple.
bo The wire loop and an external thermocouple left much to be
desired as the proposed thermocouple mounted internally yielded a much
larger calculated deflection of the electron beam
c. The design of the indicator was successful as it was capable
of experimentally measuring o00u3A- UA of inciuent electron intensity
arid this should be sensitive enough to be used as an indicator of e=
lectron beam deflection..
do The vacuum system constructed was capable of providing the
mean free path required for the electron beam to reach the indicator
o
e. with the use of a better designed electron gun to provide
good focusing of the electron beam and use of the proposed thermo-




bince the final experimental determination of the lit uetector fea-
sibility depends on the use of a better the rmo couple ana electron gun,,,
it is recommended that they be constructed ana used in the system.
Unfortunately the author has no recommended solution to the thermo-
couple flux problem anu this will have to be left as a problem to be
solved before the proposed thermocouple can be constructed,,
However, an electron gun design has been located which has been




Davidson and Germer, The infraction of Electrons by a Crystal of
Nickel, Physical review, Vol 3G, ho 6, p 3 705 December 1927 <>
38.

The electron gun consists of a tungsten filament located in front
of five aneratures to collimate the electron beam. Mote that there is
no indirectly heated cathode to be converted, The tungsten filament F
lies in a rectangular opening in a nickel plate Pj_o The purpose of this
plate is to assist in concentrating the emission from tiie filament onto
the opening in plate ?2 ° Tne potential of plate Pj_ is more negative
than that of the filament ana the potential of P2 is adjusted to a rat-
her high positive value „ Plates P3 , P^ s P c 9 are maintained at the
same potential as the wall of the electron guru The difTerence in the
potential between the last three plates and the filament determines the
speed of the emergent beam.
The gun as described was tested by Javidson and Germer and found
to give a homogeneous beam with accelerating potentials between 54
and 248 volts. For this reason, it is recommended that this gun be
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